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With their former kicker back on the team, the Devil Bats have a real shot at closing the gap against the
Seibu Wild Gunmen. But Seibu is still a major threat. Can the Devil Bats hold on for the victory?
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From Reader Review Eyeshield 21, Vol. 17: The Drive to Be the
Best for online ebook

Swankivy says

More fictional football yumminess. It's the Devilbats vs. the Wild Gunmans (heh, well, this translation
actually calls them "Gunmen"), with the game finally winding up. I was all proud of how Sena handled Riku,
and can I just say I love Hiruma? I love Hiruma. There. What's cool is volumes like this in which THE
HOME TEAM LOSES is a distinct possibility. It definitely reminds you that it's not a given that they're
going to the Christmas Bowl. . . .

Indah Threez Lestari says

#Program BUBU

Pertama kali dibeli dan dibaca pada tanggal 18 September 2008.

Ben Truong says

Eyeshield 21: The Drive to Be the Best continues where the previous tank?bon left off and contains the next
nine chapters (143–151) of the on-going manga series.

This tank?bon continues with the Tokyo Autumn Tournament beginning with semi-final match between the
Deimon Devil Bats and the Seibu Wild Gunmen. The game continues with Sena Kobayakawa slowly moves
when he suddenly does a Devil Bat Dive without the ball as decoy so Yoichi Hiruma can throw a long pass
to Monta to score a touchdown.

After this, Riku Kaitani catches Gen "Musashi" Takekura's kickoff when it is just a few centimeters from the
Seibu Wild Gunmen's goal line. Then Seibu's offensive is stopped by Deimon to score two points from a
safety.

Afterwards Musashi's field goal reduces the difference to eight points with a score 29–21, the game is
balanced with Riku Kaitani and Natsuhiko Taki scoring touchdowns for their teams. When there is only two
minutes left the score is 44–35 and Shien "Kid" Mushanokoji opts for the most safe play – a pass to Tetsuma
– to spend their time.

However, Monta is finally able to intercept by aiming on Tetsuma's fingers. Sena Kobayakawa, who can
surpass Riku Kaitani to score a touchdown, takes the ball. With one-minute left and Seibu's chance to attack,
Deimon do an onside kick – a short kick in hopes of regaining possession of the ball. Monta and Tetsuma get
the ball at the same time, but Tetsuma's body touches the ground first so the possession goes to Seibu and the
match ends – The Devil Bats loses by two points with a score of 44–42.

At first, the Devil Bats think they can no more go to the Kanto Tournament, but Yoichi Hiruma reveals the
third place also qualifies for it – so they have hope. They would have to win against the losing team in the



other semi-finals match – Ojo White Knights and Bando Spiders.

This tank?bon is written by Riichiro Inagaki and illustrated by Yusuke Murata. For the most part, I really
liked the story and the progression of the story. The semi-finals match between Deimon Devil Bats and
Seibu Wild Gunmen have concluded, while the Devil Bats lost the tournament – there is still hope for the
Kanto Region Tournament.

All in all, Eyeshield 21: The Drive to Be the Best is a wonderful continuation to a new series that seems
intriguing and I cannot wait to read more.

Blackransel says

tebakan saya salah. pertandingannya bikin tegang. serasa nonton pertandingan betulan.

Thelma says

I hate love this game because until the very end I'm never really sure how it's gonna go even though I have
read this serie several times ^^

James Dunphy says

With Musashi finally back on the Devilbats kicking field goals and PATs the team may finally have a chance
against the Gunmen. Musashi's return to the team is a long time coming, and the author takes his time letting
all our favorite players emote and say their sappy but adorable monologues. The conclusion to the semi final
game has everything that would make for a real epic game of football. There's a pick, a safety, and even and
onside kick recovering. The ending is epic and memorable, but I won't spoil it here. It is however easily the
best game played in this series so far, and I had said that about the previous game against the Poseidon, so
I've been impressed 2x over! 5 stars.

Pemi Ludi says

selalu respect dengan para pemain Seibu. kemampuan keren tapi ga belagu.

di edisi ini akhirnya terjadi duel Monta dan Tetsuma yang sangat apik. yang tidak kalah menarik adalah,
Deimon akhirnya kalah dalam pertandingan. seru kan? :D

Julie Decker says

It's what we've all been waiting for . . . Deimon finally gets a kicker. And what do you know? Musashi is
back. Musashi is actually Gen Takakura (but the way his name is written can be read as "Musashi," and . . .



well, never mind), and he's an old pal of Hiruma and Kurita from middle school. He looks like a mature man,
not at all like a high schooler, so he's very suspicious looking, but he can prove he's just the same age as the
rest of them. The question is whether his kicking is as good as it always was . . . and whether a decent kicker
is the only thing the team needs.

Now, what's great about the return of Musashi is they did such a great job setting him up. They created the
team "tragedy" of a missing kicker for whom Hiruma and Kurita are holding a candle. They introduced this
situation early in the series and had enough references to it all along that we don't forget that Deimon isn't
complete without him. And then, when he finally returns, we're just about as excited as Deimon is. Excellent
writing, excellent buildup.


